Lessons learned from the COVID-19 outbreak and the response, as well as an assessment of the priorities of the new normal, these were the main topics of the sixth edition of the Business Meets Government Summit, organized by AmCham Hungary in association with the Hungarian Investment Promotion Agency.

In his keynote speech, Minister of Finance Mihály Varga described the economic fundamentals of the Hungarian economy as strong. These made the economy much more resistant to the current crisis than in 2008, he said.

To begin with, last year, the economy had expanded by 4.6%, compared to only 1.1% in 2008. During the first quarter of this year, when the crisis had already begun to impact the economy, Hungary not only succeeded in maintaining its growth surplus, but was even able to increase it, Varga noted.

On the negative side, “Our strengths have become our weaknesses throughout the crisis; certain factors have hit Hungary’s economy particularly hard. For example, the boom of the tourist sector achieved a low point in April. Another sector is the automotive industry, which was already facing a technological challenge before the crisis,” Varga said.

Continued on page 4 ▶ ▶ ▶
Dear AmCham Members, Dear Friends!

2020 has probably been the most challenging year we have seen since 2008. Even the best laid plans were swept off the table as COVID-19 hit the world on an unprecedented scale. We are witnessing a global change that modifies society from the way we work and interact, to our habits, shopping, traveling, technology and even how we think about community and the individual.

It is no different for us at AmCham. We are days away from the U.S. Presidential Election, but we conducted our annual election right away for you. Thanksgiving is next month, but we had to cancel our charity dinner, one of the oldest and most cherished traditions in our community. It even feels strange to write this letter for the first Journal of the year in the middle of November.

2020 put our adaptability to the test and I believe AmCham responded well. Events and working group meetings were moved online quite a challenge these days considering the impact of the pandemic. We held high-level meetings regarding the pandemic and the state of the economy with Minister of Foreign Affairs and Trade Péter Szijjártó, Minister for Innovation and Technology László Palkovics, State Secretary for Economic Strategy and Regulation László Deák, and Merc Odlum, Deputy Chief of Mission from the U.S. Embassy and others.

AmCham Ljubljana, a series of webinars, was launched in April where we discussed the most relevant topics from shifting geopolitics, the U.S. elections, pandemic updates to risk management, changing workplaces and corporate decision-making.

With HIPA, we organized the sixth Business Meets Government Summit to discuss the steps and challenges of economic recovery and the state of the business environment with key stakeholders. This event ended up being a hybrid event, but we have a recording available on our cover page and page four.

Since August, we have been working on the new Policy Agenda, our strategic guide for 2021-2025 which will be revealed at our 32nd General Assembly. You can find more details about the process opposite, on page three.

We launched our brand new, completely redesigned website for a better experience and easier, quicker access to information about our advocacy work, membership, and events. The annual plan for 2021 is also in the works, quite a challenge these days considering the deep uncertainty that surrounds us with COVID-19, but I am sure many of you are in a similar position. I can assure you that we have a lot of exciting projects and programs in the pipeline for the year.

Above all, we are proud of the fact that, despite the difficult circumstances, our members saw the value of our organization. You put a lot of time, energy and effort into driving change for the benefit of the entire business community with numerous professional insights and proposals for the weekly strategy meetings with the government where we worked together to introduce measures to mitigate the economic impact of the pandemic.

I think I can speak for the board and the staff when I say we are honored by your trust and dedication to our organization and the community. We do not take it for granted. Stay safe and healthy,

Kevin A. MURRAY
Second Vice President, Citibank Europe PLC
Hungary Branch
Mike CARLSON
Secretary Treasurer, KPMG Hungary
Board Members at large
Miklós REKÁI, PwC
Beck Társulat, LLC
Ákos RUDNÁN
PwC Magyarország Kft

AmCham Hungary is working on its new Policy Agenda, a strategic document determining the goals and directives of our advocacy work for the next five years.

In August, we teamed up with McKinsey & Company to gain a better understanding of the state of the Hungarian economy and convened a study with the participation of several AmCham members.

The first findings of the study were discussed at board, Policy Task Force and committee meetings in September where we gathered further input from our expert members.

Strategic Leadership Meeting
On September 29, the AmCham Board hosted a meeting with working group leaders and Patron Member CEOs to discuss the most important strategic areas the chamber must focus on in the future and define the biggest challenges businesses face today.

Following a conversation about the state of the economy and demand growth, the participants split into groups, led by board members, to discuss the areas critical to our competitiveness and to debate where AmCham can have the most influence. Following the breakout, the moderators summarized and reviewed the key takeaways with the participants.

Based on the results of this meeting, the proposals of our working groups and the additional insights from members, the board will define the focus areas for the Policy Agenda 2021-2025.

The Policy Agenda will be revealed at the 32nd General Assembly on December 10.

Policy Agenda History
The first issue of Policy Agenda was released in 2015 to state our vision as an advocacy organization and define our commitments to our members. The document provided an overview of the key strategic areas where AmCham, as a strong voice of and for the business community, was in the best position to make the biggest impact, based on the 12 pillars of the World Competitiveness Ranking report, the most comprehensive assessment of national competitiveness worldwide.

The four areas identified were Investment, Talent, Innovation, and Healthy Nation.

In 2017, we released the second Policy Agenda, reaffirming our mission to make our country more competitive, and reviewed our goals after careful assessment of economic developments, shifting business dynamics, our achievements as well as the conclusions from the first recommendation packages and our new flagship events, the Business Meets Government Summit and the Competitive Education Conference. New focus areas were selected, namely, Investment, Competitive Workforce, Innovation and Digitalization, and these became even more important.

In 2020, the third Policy Agenda was released in line with the needs and interests of our expert members. The document provided an overview of the key strategic areas where AmCham, as a strong voice of and for the business community, was in the best position to make the biggest impact, based on the 12 pillars of the World Competitiveness Ranking report, the most comprehensive assessment of national competitiveness worldwide.

The four areas identified were Investment, Talent, Innovation, and Healthy Nation.

The Policy Agenda is a commitment to our mission to improve our country’s competitiveness, a statement of our goals and intentions in line with the needs and interest of the membership, as well as the basis of our work with decision-makers in the government and other stakeholders,” explains Dr. Péter Szijjártó, AmCham President.

Stay safe and healthy,

Tímea PESTI,
Chief Executive Officer
PwC Magyarország Kft.
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Kevin A. MURRAY
Second Vice President, Citibank Europe PLC
Hungary Branch
Mike CARLSON
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The Policy Agenda 2021-2025: A Map For The Road Ahead

AmCham Hungary
Hungary Sees Economic Opportunity
In COVID Crisis, Plans Accordingly

Levente Jánoskuti, McKinsey & Company
Farkas Bársony, AmCham; Róbert Ésik, HIPA; Írisz Lippai-Nagy, AmCham

In the medium run, the overall perspectives of the world economy hold rather mixed growth amid the ongoing COVID crisis. Simultaneously, supply chains continue to recover despite the political turmoil caused by the pandemic. In the first half of the year, Hungary made a strong recovery, which minimized the job losses and prolonged recovery in the Hungarian economy. Unlike other European countries, Hungary overcame the deepest point of the crisis and is recovering, the minister said. In the second section of the summit, government officials and ministers discussed the focal points of further measures for improving the economy, the government’s response to the COVID crisis and how innovation policy was affected by the crisis.

The idea, however, is to create a comprehensive system for adult and vocational training programs that will give feedback about their efficiency. This way, if patients point to higher wages and more workplace stability, government subsidies can be tailored accordingly, explained György.

The government is also dedicated to expanding its Modern Factory Program (HÉV), the main Information Portal for Businesses, will serve as a key platform by offering state-of-the-art solutions and guides, broken down by area of expertise, focusing on the digitization of the economy to increase overall competitiveness.

In COVID Crisis, Plans Accordingly

The scale of investments from the U.S. reached EUR 71.4 billion in 2019 and is on track for improvement this year, Varga explained.

In the second section of the summit, government officials and ministers discussed the focal points of further measures for improving the economy, the government’s response to the COVID crisis and how innovation policy was affected by the crisis.

The idea, however, is to create a comprehensive system for adult and vocational training programs that will give feedback about their efficiency. This way, if patients point to higher wages and more workplace stability, government subsidies can be tailored accordingly, explained György.

The government is also dedicated to expanding its Modern Factory Program (HÉV), the main Information Portal for Businesses, will serve as a key platform by offering state-of-the-art solutions and guides, broken down by area of expertise, focusing on the digitization of the economy to increase overall competitiveness.

The healthy industry will be treated with priority as it receives the biggest government subsidies from among the sectors. A total of 80% HUF 5bn has been earmarked for that purpose from which HUF 30bn is contracted by the Ministry of Finance, with the rest managed by the innovation ministry. Simultaneously, a Health Innovation Engine was set up to foster the local value-added health industry, added György.

A version of this article appeared in the Budapest Post on November 3, 2020.

We would like to thank BT ROC, CTI, Continental Automotive Hungary and PMI Science for supporting the event.
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Operating During COVID-19: How AmCham Supported Its Members During the Pandemic

COVID-19 has put our economy and society under extreme stress. At AmCham (LW), we launched a new web event series to offer professional insights on the most pressing issues and to drive positive change and address the current situation.

Remote working and home office were one of the main challenges for every employer and employee. We examined the issue from various perspectives. Dr. Andrea János from LIHH Hungary talked about remote leadership, and maintaining productivity levels. Judit Órón hosted a workshop about core motivation to keep you and your team engaged, and the Actions-all team brought an interactive show to illustrate the most important skills in emergency situations.

Remote working proved to be a test of effective communication and management at the highest levels in several ways. With experts from Szecskay Attorneys at Law, we examined the intricacies of working in virtual high-level corporate decision making. As we were entering the “new normal”, management had to return to the drawing board to replot. KPMG Hungary experts hosted a session to talk about the importance of comprehensive risk management and becoming resilient in the process.

Even while we grew accustomed to working in virtual teams, preparations were underway for a safe return to the office. Blue Business Interior introduced the latest advancements in employee protection measures and assessed how we could prepare the workspace for an eventual return.

The increasing burden of administration was another major concern for businesses. Anita Hora, from Adva Hungary talked about resources to optimize processes to protect the interests of both the employer and the employees in terms of labor law. Daniel Varga, from Schwemmer Hungary, provided guidance on how to perform with a legal mindset in the times of pandemic.

Regarding lease and labor agreements, attorneys from Baker & Mollere elaborated on the legal and practical issues and opportunities every business should look for.

With the second wave looming, it is crucial to engage the members and share information about the next dates and subjects on our new web series. Unfortunately, many of our events, including HR Dream Day, were cancelled due to the pandemic. The first phase of the work on the new 2021 package is already underway. After reviewing the developments in the key strategic area, we are preparing the outline for our 2021 package. In early March, AmCham published its latest recommendation package, “Cooperation For A More Competitive Hungary”. 20 proposals to make Hungary a more attractive destination to invest and reside in. In the 2020 issue, we strongly urged the government to modify the Labor Code; introduced the idea of Tamás Barathi (Colibri) and György Sallai when they introduced a new initiative Plan B to help people who lost their jobs due to the pandemic find jobs again in our very first webinar.

Cooperation For A More Competitive Hungary

In just a few weeks, the global economy was transformed and all stakeholders were forced to adapt to the uncertain conditions. As we are navigating the new normal together, collaboration and the exchange of information between companies are more relevant than ever. The AmCham team started to create a list of companies who are ready to lend the business community from economic recession towards recovery.
AmCham, HIPA Join Forces
To Promote Business Services Sector

"We welcome the BSS initiative as it enhances the sector’s awareness and recognition, thus promoting talent retention and the attraction of new investments. In the framework of this professional cooperation between HIPA and AmCham-BSS, a joint industrial survey has been launched, whose finding will be disclosed at our sector-based annual event, Business Services Hungary, in November 21," Eszter added.

Dr. Farkas Bársony, the chamber’s president, explained, “AmCham has been representing the business interests of various U.S.-based, international companies in Hungary for 20 years. Representation of interests in every area of our activities, just like continuous dialogue with the government, an increasing number of chamber members are operating in the sector, so we are delighted to give a platform for this unique collaboration.”

The cooperation project now has 23 participants: AEGO Hungary, Alacrita Hungary, ALDI International IT Services, Aon Business Group, BlackRock, BP IT, Datamatic, Citibank, CPL Integrated Services, Digiport, Design Hungary, Eaton Business Service Center, Euronet-Hungary, F. Hoffmann-La Roche, IBM ISSC, IKEA, László, National Instruments, Randoxlab Hungary, Taxo Consultancy Services, TESCO-BST, Thermonuclear Scientifics and Unipol.

For more information and the latest updates about the sector and the BSS cooperation, please visit our website www.bsshungary.com or follow us on social media.

AmCham Hungary has launched its new, completely redesigned website to provide a better experience and more effective service as a stronger, more modern platform with a new structure that allows visitors to find information about the activities of the chamber more quickly and easily.

Designed with the needs of the membership in mind, AmCham has introduced several new features, including a polished intuitive design, faster performance, an upgraded online event registration system, and an enhanced mobile experience.

To learn more about AmCham and get the latest on its events and advocacy work (and, of course, to check out our new look website), visit amcham.hu.

BASF HUNGÁRIA KFT.

What are the main lessons for businesses from the COVID-19 pandemic?
None of us had to work our everyday job to be done mostly online, from home. None of us expected we could do business without traveling. We’ve learned to work from home, to make decisions quickly. Employee safety was first, so most of us had to act fast regarding remote working programs. We had to change processes, create new products and do all of this in a fast possible way. Now, our top priority is to get our business in a better shape during the lockdown. Focusing on sustainable innovation solutions that can offer our company a quick advantage over the competition.

What changes would you like to see to facilitate the recovery of the economy after the recession?
The crisis is an opportunity to create a more sustainable future. Governments in Europe must improve their coordination instead of fostering protectionism. There is a unique chance to invest in education and innovation now for a great future instead of keeping alive unsustainable industries. Regulatory frameworks must return to science-based evaluations instead of dogmatic political decision making.

What do you most value about being an AmCham Patron member?
Before anything else, AmCham membership is a business investment. The knowledge and international experience concentrated in the member companies contribute to the development of Hungary and the region, creating a fruitful business ecosystem on the long run as a result of joint work with governmental and civil partners.

About BASF Hungary Kft.
At BASF, we are passionate about chemistry and our customers. To be the world’s leading chemical company for our customers, we will grow profitably and create value for society. Thanks to our expertise, our innovative and entrepreneurial spirit, and the power of our Verbund integration, we make a decisive contribution to changing the world for the better.
This is our goal. This is what we live and what we love. We create chemistry for a sustainable future. Our portfolio is organized into six segments: Chemicals, Materials, Industrial Solutions, Surface Technologies, Nutrition & Care and Agricultural Solutions. BASF generated sales of EUR 217 billion in 2019. BASF is active in Hungary since 1990 today. BASF Hungária Kft. is one of the largest global chemical companies present in Hungary, the center of BASF’s South-Eastern European region.
Baker Hughes

Managing Director: Gabor Horvath
Address: Baker Hughes Hungary Kft., 1050, East Care Business Park, P2, Baker Hughes Global Services Hungary Kft., 1138 Budapest, Vial. 411-417
Web: www.bakerhughes.com

Baker Hughes is an energy technology company. We take energy forward making it safer, cleaner and more efficient for people and the planet. In Hungary we are located at two sites: in Fót we design and build custom-made control systems and, for the Hungarian market, we execute transactions for all the Baker Hughes companies around the world.

BNP Paribas

CEG: Jean-Francois Banini
Address: 1051, Budapest, Satholyeny utca 7-8
Web: www.bnpparibas.hu

BNP Paribas is a leading bank in Europe with an international reach. It is present in 72 countries, with more than 250,000 employees, of which more than 35,000 in Europe. In Hungary BNP Paribas Hungary strongly boosted its operations in 1991 as one of the first joint venture banks in Hungary. BNP Paribas Group provides a wide range of complex products for its corporate as institutional clients through its 6 entities in Hungary: BNP Paribas Hungary Bank (corporate and retail banking), Magyar Katolikus Bank Zrt. (commercial bank), Credit du Nord (commercial bank), Agafi (risk management services), BNP Paribas Securitisation Services (corporate services) and BNP Paribas Real Estate (property services).

Tesco-BST Zrt.

Co-Founder: Gerald Binding
Address: 1138 Budapest, Vial. 411-417
Web: www.tesco-bst.com

Tesco Business Services & Technology (TBST) was established in 2007 as a part of a global service organization within Tesco. TBST is one of the largest, most technologically advanced companies in the UK, carrying out work in four main areas: Retail and Consumer, Supply Chain, Finance, HR and other functional areas. TBST is a member of the Global Services Group within Tesco International and provides a wide range of complex products for its corporate and institutional clients. Tesco-BST Zrt. is one of the main contributors to the Tesco-BST Group, specialising in the implementation of the "Retail in a Box" project, planning, testing, training and support, whilst always aiming to be the most customer-friendly and efficient in all areas of work.

United Call Centers - UCC

CEO: Zsolt Somocza
Address: 1035, Budapest, Kiskunföldvári u. 8-9
Web: www.unitedcallcenters.hu

United Call Centers (UCC) supports its partners as a global contact center with 30 years of experience. UCC’s solutions offer real-time data insight experts to Sales, Customer Support, E-Commerce, and Customer Engagement in very large, very complex and very busy businesses. As an industry leader we accommodate both in-house and outsource contact centers. Our managed services come from various industries such as Telecommunication, FMCG, Healthcare, Oil & Gas, Logistics, Automotive and Utilities. Our clients tell us that UCC is our dedicated, loyal and at home expertise for the hematogenous and commercial business model enable them to maintain a production, and self-created UCC to spend customized services to suit the needs of our customers. Our unique ability is to support our 3 partners across E-commerce. Amongst the supported partners is a brand of the FMCG and the FMCG. A partnership between fellow experts and partners of the European business, LCHS Denmark, Swift Europe, Arab, Japanese, South Korean and Chinese.

The AmCham Hungary
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Thankful For Thanksgiving, Despite COVID-19

One of America’s most important holidays is approaching, a time to appreciate what we have, to cherish our families, and help those less fortunate. For many years, it has also been a very special day for the AmCham community. Lots of memories were made over delicious slices of roast turkey, we have seen unforgettable performances, handed out hundreds of wonderful prizes and, most importantly, we have come together to support thousands of children at the SOS Children’s Villages and through the AmCham Foundation.

Unfortunately, COVID-19 has forced us to cancel the traditional Thanksgiving Charity Dinner, but we understand how important this holiday – and our great cause – is for the community, so we have a special surprise for you. You will not have to miss the amazing thanksgiving meal, and you can still support the work of these fine charitable organizations.

Together with Budapest Marriott Hotel, we will host three online cooking shows where the finest chefs from the hotel will teach you how to make the most delicious turkey meal with the freshest and highest quality ingredients delivered right to your home. Through your participation fee, you will be supporting the SOS Children’s Villages and AmCham Foundation organizations.

Stay tuned for more details about the shows on our redesigned website: amcham.hu.

You can also support the work of the foundations directly with your donations:

AmCham Foundation
10800007-80000001-00127016 (Citibank)
For more information, please contact Erika Bosnyák, Secretary of ACF at erika.bosnyak@amchamfoundation.hu

SOS-Gyermekfalú Magyarországi Alapítványa
11600006-00000000-27035696 (Erste Bank)
For more information, please contact Csilla Mormer at csilla.mormer@sos.hu

Farewell to Rebeka Gáti

Back in March, AmCham staff said goodbye to Rebeka Gáti, Policy Officer as she decided to look for new challenges in her professional life. Rebi started as an intern at the chamber and spent more than three exciting years with us. She was a dedicated and deeply caring colleague with a vibrant and warm personality who brought so much joy and energy to the team and the members; it was indeed a great blessing to work with her. Although we miss her from our office dearly, we wish her all the best in this new chapter in her life.
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